Introduction
Lewis Carroll’s Alice is one of the seminal books of our civilization, one of those books we should take
with us to a deserted island in order to survive. It has already “brought up” dozens of generations of
atectonic children. I am no exception. However, this is not just a book just for children. On the
contrary, it is proof that there is no such thing as “art for children”, which is merely a commercial
scheme. We can only argue about and debate whether or not a specific book (or picture, or film) is
suitable for children. Carroll’s Alice can be read at any age and the reader will always experience a
different book. We are visited by dreams throughout our life. Carroll’s books about Alice are not fairy
tales, they are dreams. There is an essential difference between a dream and a fairy tale. While a
fairy tale always implies to a greater or lesser degree some didactic aspect, dreams are the pure
language of freedom, free from the admonishing finger. They have a logic all their own, which
observes no rational rules. And this is exactly how Carroll’s books are written. All my life I have tried
to live up to this inspiration. My films “Jabberwocky,” “Down to the Cellar”, “Alice”, and now my
illustrations for the present book have allowed me the space to do this.
My illustrations are also an attempt to pay tribute to the first illustrator of Carroll’s books, John
Tenniels. I have used some of his motifs as well as direct quotations, particularly in the introductory
black-and-white drawings. I regard these illustrations of Tenniels as part of the spirit of Carroll’s text.
I keep revisiting Alice because its inspiration is inexhaustible (as is the period of childhood in general,
in fact), but also because none of my creations are fully satisfying to me. The present illustrations are
no exception. What I would most like would be the time to sit down, get a pencil and start all over
again.
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